St Mary’s Superstars - Weekly creative challenges
Dear St Mary’s superstars,
To go along with your home learning packs we are putting together a range of creative challenges each day for you to
try. We have put them in a basic timetable for the week, but you can always alter which ones you want to try first.
Remember you can share your achievements on Tapestry and don’t worry if you can’t do them all, but at least 1 per
day should be a target to help you maintain your learning journey away from school.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Challenge 1

Challenge 3

Challenge 5

Challenge 7

Challenge 9

Make an alphabet chart.
Find objects around your
home that start with each
letter of the alphabet to
match initial letter sounds.
You might not find an object
for every letter!

Practical maths!
Draw a large ladybird. Use
objects to add spots. Play as
a game. Add spots to match
numbers. Can you match up
to ten spots?

Play a game of I-spy to find
objects or items of different
colours around your home or
in the garden.
I-spy with my little eye
something that is blue!

Create a fact sheet about
your favourite minibeast.
Draw a picture and write (or
adult scribe) facts you know.
You might want to research
online to find out unusual
facts!

Make a long and short
caterpillar. Be imaginative to
use any resources you can
find around the home.
I wonder which caterpillar
will be the longest in Early
Years!

Challenge 2

Challenge 4

Challenge 6

Challenge 8

Challenge 10

Make a habitat for a
minibeast. You might want
to make a web for a spider,
an ant hill, or a flower for a
butterfly. Use any resources
or materials you can find.

Create a new species of
minibeast!
Either draw a picture or use
resources to create your
minibeast.
What would you species of
minibeast be called? .

Move like a minibeast!
Play at home a game of
guess the minibeast from
your movements.
You might wriggle like a
worm, fly like a butterfly.
What different movements
can you make?

Explore the sequence of
number!
With a family member pass
a ball or cushion back and
forth counting up in
sequence. Which number
can you reach before
dropping the ball / cushion?

Become a yoga instructor!
Ask your parents or siblings
to take a yoga class shown
by you.
Explore stretches and
balances!

Good luck from Miss Bell

Good luck from Miss Bell

